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The Shadow Temple



Now that I’m out of the village and on my way, I’ve become keenly aware 
of the differences between a normal person, such as myself, and the silly 
adventurers. However, one difference has proven almost insurmountable – 
the silly adventurers have a knack for encountering dungeons that I seem 
to lack. Why, just this afternoon, as I lunched in a roadside inn, no less than 
three different wizened old men entered the dining hall, announced their 
need for a group of hearty delvers, and immediately selected a party from 
amongst the crowd. But, no matter how disparate the group selected, not 
once was I even considered. In fact, a fourth of these pensioners entered 
the hall, looked around at the six or seven of us who remained from the pre-
vious selections, shook his head and left!

Fearing my research could be halted on so trivial a matter of locating dun-
geons to study, I’ve reached out for help. I’ve procured assistance in the 
form of a retired rogue who was left without a party after an incident involv-
ing a huge pit filled with 200 spikes. His name is Billfinger, but for the sake 
of my memoirs I’ve decided to forgo that abomination and just call him Fer-
guson.

When I explained to Ferguson that I wanted a dungeon that was already 
emptied of threats, he almost balked. But the glint of my coin persuaded 
him of my sincerity and he admitted to knowing a recently emptied dungeon 
not far from the very tavern where we sat. He said it was called The Temple 
of Shadow, although when I asked why he simply shrugged and said that all 
dungeons have imposing names, it’s just how they grow.

Ferguson first led me to an uninteresting cave entrance on the side of a 
mountain, not far from the city. If he hadn’t told me it contained a dungeon, 
I might very well have walked past it. Ferguson lit a torch and we headed 
inside and down a simple, shoulder-high tunnel leading into the mountain. 
I stumbled along after him while I tried to sketch a map of the tunnel in 
my notebook (the maps I am sending you are on gridded paper, with each 
square of the grid representing the architectural standard measurement of 4 
and 1/7 targs).

The tunnel soon opened out onto a large cavern whose sides stretched away 
from the light of Ferguson’s torch. Below us, the ground dropped off precipi-
tously into untold depths. A natural bridge led across the chasm and I could 
see, by the flicker of the torch, a carved, ornate archway flanked by two 
massive stone walls, each preventing approach of the door from its direction 
leaving the bridge the only means of approach.

Ferguson and I cross to the entryway and there found two skeletons clad 



in robes of the deepest blue, arrows protruded from their chests. I started 
to examine the carving of the walls and archway (how could such a thing 
evolve naturally?), but Ferguson shoved me forward.

“Wild things live in the caves”, he said.

As we entered the foyer of the temple its clever design became apparently. 
Through a cunning system of precisely cut amethysts suspended from the 
ceilings, Ferguson’s torch was multiplied into a shimmering purple light that 
bathed the halls in an otherworldly glow. With its illumination, I could see 
the large main hall before us. I started toward it, but Ferguson stopped me.

“Always follow the wall to your right,” he said, then touched his nose. I nod-
ded as if I understood, but this must be more silly adventurer wisdom which 
is incomprehensible to normal people.

Ferguson placed his hand on the wall and we walked to the right. We first 
came across a series of rooms decorated with simple bunks. We found many 
bodies in these rooms, dressed in the same lovely indigo robes. Who were 
they? Did they spawn from the belly of the mountain along with the dun-
geon? I asked Ferguson about them but he merely shrugged and said, cryp-
tically, “mooks”.

We moved back to the main hall and I was able to take in the impressive 
structure properly. The main room was almost square, with amethyst-
embedded columns lining the two side walls. A deep, tiered pit with short 
stone staircases dominated the center of the room. I noticed it’s center tier 
was simply a yawning black pit; who knows what deep horrors could come 
through such a portal.

A statue, twice the height of a man and painted in a similar blue to the 
robes, stood on a raised wall at the end of the room; the twinkling gem-light 
almost made him appear alive. More bodies were littered around the statue, 
a great fight had happened here. Down a hidden hallway behind the statue 
we found a room dominated by a large stone beetle, it’s eye sockets were 
empty. Ferguson told me gem eyes were a standard adventurer trade.

We continued tracing the right-hand wall with our hands and wandered 
down another long hallway to a smaller, rough-hewn sanctuary. A statue of 
a squat, foul-looking man with a beard sat in an alcove, glaring down at a 
handful of stone pews. More bodies, more evidence of fighting. “Boss fight”, 
Ferguson mumbled. I filed the term away for later research.



Ferguson told me this is where the adventure probably ended. I asked about 
the remaining hallway, the one that went left that we hadn’t checked out 
yet, and Ferguson explained that, as we leave, that hallway will be on our 
right. That was where we would find something called “fat loot”. And Fer-
guson was right. At the end of the remaining hallway we found a room with 
a massive stone altar along with many fearsome looking stone daggers. A 
small alcove in the room proved to be a tunnel to another room. We crawled 
its length and found a round-ceilinged room with several columns and a ter-
rifying statue of a monster at the far end. Skeletons hung from chains bolted 
into the columns as if this were some sort of jail. At the feet of the beast was 
a wooden chest; it had been upturned and emptied long ago.

Ferguson promised our next adventure would be more exciting, but I 
couldn’t imagine a better place to begin my quest. So many thoughts ran 
through my mind! How could such a lovely main hall be created by the ran-
dom tectonic forces below our feet? Who were the blue-robed inhabitants, 
and were they real people who evolved along with the dungeon, or were 
they a simulacrum of people created by the earth to provide sport to adven-
turers?

So many questions, nephew. So many questions.





The Temple of Shadow
What is it and why was it built?

A worship area for the cult of shadow, built 
in a protected cave. Far away from the 
prying eyes of the locals, the cult were able 
to perform their rituals in private.

What are some real world inspirations?

In many cultures, using underground caves 
as places of secret worship is an established 
idea. However, it is the early Buddhists who 
really took it to an art form. 

Much inspiration was taken from the  Golden 
Temple of Dambulla in Sri Lanka. The Ajanta 
Caves in India also provided ideas for the 
look of the temple, as did the Nellitheertha 
Cave Temple, also in India.

But for that “creepy” factor, I turned to the 
Templo Mayor. The prominent use of squares 
and the larged stone stairs provided the right 
amount of creepiness. I ended up turning the 
ziggurat upside down and placing it into the 
center of the temple as a pit. 

What can be found there?

Statuary and stonework - unlike 
public places of worship, private areas 
by necessity have few works of art 
that could have been quickly produced 
by artisands. But the benefit of time 
allows older caverns the luxury of slowly 
crafted works of art, some spanning 
multiple generations of work. Intricate 
stone carvings, patters that would take 
thousands of hours of work, are not 
uncommon in older temples. Statues are 
often delicately detailed and elaborately 
decorated with bright paints and gold leaf 
that contrasts with the surrounding stone. 

Prayer areas - the main areas of any 
temple are the public prayer areas. This 
is particularly true of underground holy 
places because the sections closest to the 
entrance are usually the oldest build and 
are the original chapels. 

Main worship area - as the number of 
worshippers grows, the need to build a 
larger, more elborate hall becomes more 
evident. This area will not be open all of 
the time, so there must be an entrance 
that can be closed or barred when it is not 
in use. 

Initiates chambers - eventually, the 
cult will need to take on full time workers. 
These will undoubtedly be priests in 
training. Their quarters are limited in 
decoration (as, indeed, might be those 
of ordained, older members).  Access to 
the quarters will be separate from the 
entrance to the prayer areas, sometimes 
even being placed on the opposite side of 
the main worship area. 

Clergy worship areas - The initiates 
and clergy will have their own private 
areas to worship and study.

Defensible areas - The main purpose 
of underground worship areas is to keep 
them secret. That means that, especially 
in religions allowed to defend themselves, 
the entrances to these areas will usually 
be narrow choke points where intruders 
can be prevented from entering. 

Light sources - Lamps, candles and 
torches are liberally scattered around the 
complex. The further from teh entrance, 
however, the fewer open fires there will 
be unless the complex has also been 
constructed with a ventilation system. 


